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Optimal interpolation designs are given for estimation of the value of a linear 
functional of an unknown polynomial mean. For example, optimal designs are 
given for estimation of the average value of a multivariate polynomial over a sphere 
of radius a < r when observations are available only in the region r< //xJI CR. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For all the cases covered in this paper it is assumed that a fixed number 
N of observations are to be taken, and that for any choice of points 
ix 1, ***, xN}, not necessarily distinct, in the set X of available values of the 
design variable the uncorrelated random variables { Y(x,), . . . . Y(xN)} can 
be observed. Here 
Y(Xj) = O(Xi) + Eip E(Ei) = 0, q&f) = 02, 
where the mean 8 is a polynomial and the xi are d-dimensional vectors. 
The means 6 which we treat are of two types. Either 
O(x)= 1 c,xa (1.1) 
Ild,Gm--l 
or 
e(x)= 1 c,xa, (1.2) 
Ilalll~~-l 
where xa = jJyzI ~7, jlxllP denotes the usual p-norm of a vector XE Rd, 
1 < p < co, and CI i 2 0 are integers. 
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The unknown parameters c, form a linear space of dimension m“ in the 
case of (1.1) or (m+$P’ ) in the case of (1.2). In either case the quantities 
we seek optimal designs to estimate are linear functionals t defined on this 
linear space. The designs reported here can be verified to be optimal for the 
minimum variance linear unbiased estimation of these quantities by using 
the following extension of Elfving’s theorem (see Karlin and Studden 
[lo]). In the theorem the space of means, whichever model is used, is 
denoted by 0 while r is a linear functional defined on 0. Let A = 
{~E@:(z, Q)= 1) and E be the finitely supported Bore1 probability 
measures on X. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose there is a point OOg A and a design (0~ .Z 
satisfying 
6) {xE A-1 lMx)l = max,., l4Az)l> = S(L), 
(ii) for some non zero B and all OE 0, 1 O(x) O,(x) d<,(x) = /3(z, O), 
and 
(iii) 1 O’(x) dl,(x) = 0 entails (t, 19) = 0. Then to is optimal for estima- 
tion of (z, 0) and 
(iv) min, max,18(x)l =max,l&(x)l. 
Furthermore, there is a point 0,~ A satisfying (i) through (iv). 
This theorem is a special case of Theorem 4.2 proved in Spruill [20] 
from which it also follows, as one can easily verify, that the variance of the 
best linear unbiased estimator of the value of (r, 0) for the optimal design 
is [maxxl&,(x)l]-* a’/N. 
All of the optimal designs presented here are found in this way, but only 
in the case of the hollow d-cube of Section 3 is a proof presented. The idea 
in this and each of the others is simply to solve the problem (iv) and 
thereby deduce the support points and the correct masses. 
Example 1 gives a specific application of Theorem 4.2, which applies to 
any dimension d, degree m - 1, and values of r and R, to a case in which 
d= 3. 
EXAMPLE 1. If measurements of the values of a multivariate polynomial 
19(x) are contaminated with zero mean random errors and such 
measurements permitted only within the radii r and R, 0 < r -C R < 00, then 
how shall N points of observation be chosen if the average value of 0 inside 
the ball of radius r is to be linearly estimated with the smallest possible 
variance? An optimal choice is given for a particular case in which the 
polynomial is a function of d = 3 variables, x = (xi, x2, x3), r = 3/4, R = 1 
(this value is used throughout the remainder of the paper since there is no 
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loss of generality in this assumption), t9 is of the form (1.2) with m = 3, and 
the constants c, are unknown. The design which places masses (takes the 
indicated proportion of observations at the indicated points) 
0.0237 at the points ( f 1, f 1, + 1)/a, 
0.0211 at the points +ej, 
0.0513 at (f 1, f 1, Ifr 1)/2, 
0.0456 at + (3/4) ej 
is optimal for estimating the average value of f3 over the set of x E R3 such 
that IIx~~~ < f. The optimal variance is 6.41a2/N. Here the ej are the 
standard basis vectors. 
The optimal designs are presented below in three sections. The Appendix 
contains some details which are necessary in the solution to the problems 
(iv) and some characterizations of the solutions which enable an efficient 
computer search when necessary. 
2. THE UNIVARIATE CASE 
Let W(X) 2 0 be an even function, sfD W(X) dx = 1, 0 the space of means 
be the set P,- , of univariate polynomials of degree no more than m - 1, 
and X= [ - 1, -II] u [II, 11. Here m is at least one. For a set of m distinct 
points x,, . . . . x, denote by 
4.x,, . ..Y 4x, 
the Lagrange interpolation polynomials of degree m - 1 to these points. Let 
Tk be the kth degree Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. 
THEOREM 2.1. For estimating jfD O(x) w(x) dx, ifm = 1 then aN designs 
are optimal and if m = 2 then all symmetric designs are optimal. If m > 2 is 
even then the optimal design places masses 4i proportional to 
s D -D l@,(x)l w(x)dx 
at the points yj of 
I,= {--XI, **., -x,/z, x,/2, . . . . Xl}, 
where 
683/34/l-10 
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The optimal variance is 
D 
v,= T (m-2),2 [(l +D2-2x2)/(1 -D”)] M’(X)& 2 (a’,N). 
-D 
If m is odd then let v, , . . . . v, + , be the points of I,,,, , If A is either the set 
fv 1, ..., v,> or {v2, . . . . v,+ (1 and {k%)lSEA are the Lagrange interpolation 
polynomials of degree m - 1 to the points of A then the design on A assigning 
masses t”(s) proportional to 
1 D I43-d w(x) dx, SEA -D 
is optimal. The optimal designs are all convex combinations of these two 
designs and the optimal variance is V,,, + , . 
The following theorem refers to the optimal estimation of B”‘)(O) when 
X=[-1, -D]u[D,l], whereDE(O,l),kE{O,1,2 ,..., m-l},and 
m-l 
e(x) = c CjX’. 
j=O 
In the statement of the theorem we denote by A,(x) thejth Lagrange inter- 
polation polynomial of degree m to the appropriate m + 1 points, by B,(x) 
the jth of degree m - 2 to the appropriate m - 1 points, and by CJx) the 
jth of degree m - 1 to the appropriate m points. We shall also refer to 
certain sets, Fm and Ym(D) which are defined at the end of the Appendix. 
Except for the case 5&(D), with m even and sin(n/2(m - 1)) < D, these are 
defined in terms of elementary functions. 
THEOREM 2.2. If m is odd and k is even then the design to which places 
masses ro(xj) proportional to IAjk’ (O)l, j = 1, . . . . m + 1, at the m + 1 points of 
Fm is optimal. 
If m is odd and k is odd then the unique optimal design <o places masses 
[,(xj) proportional to IL3j!k’(0)I, j= 1, . . . . m- 1, at the m- 1 points of 
%-I(D). 
If m is even and k is odd the unique optimal design to places masses tO(xj) 
proportional to 
IC!k’(0)l, I j  = 1, . . . . m, (2.1) 
at the m points of Ym(D). 
If m is even and k is even the unique optimal design lo places masses 
according to (2.1) at the m points of Fm _ 1. 
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EXAMPLE 2. To illustrate the application of the theorem, when m = 6 
and D =0.4 one can show by first finding the support points that the 
optimal variances for estimating derivatives are as follows, where the 
variance is the given factor times cr’/N. 
Derivative 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Variance 2.81 5.46 26.30 126.91 272.11 2003.31 
Since sin(rc/lO) ~0.4 and m is even, the optimal design’s support for the 
odd derivatives is given by the elliptic functions of the Appendix; but to 
find these quantities it is more convenient to utilize the characterization 
provided by Theorem 5.22 in a numerical search. This search identifies the 
support points as - 1, -0.813, -0.4, 0.4, 0.813, and 1 from which one can 
easily calculate the weights. Of course, for estimating the kth coefficient the 
variance is only l/(k!)’ times the stated value. 
Note that no claim of unicity of the optimal design is made in the case 
of m odd and k even. When k = 0, Spruill [ 193 gives all optimal designs. 
They consist of all convex combinations of the two formed by omitting the 
endpoints - 1 and + 1 from the set of m + 1 extremal points of q$ (see the 
Appendix below for 4:). When k = m - 1 one can show that a similar situa- 
tion holds except that all optimal designs are obtained as convex combina- 
tions of the two which omit -D and D from the extremal points of 42. 
The complete characterization of all optimal designs when k E (2, . . . . m - 3) 
is unknown. 
One can obtain all optimal designs for estimating B@)(c) for c in the 
complement of X if k = 0 and for c in the complement of the interior of X 
if k>O. Their supports do not depend upon c. For the other cases, 
k E { 1, . . . . m - 2}, only the special choices of c and X covered above result 
in known optimal designs. If, for example, k E (1, . . . . m - 2) and c # 0 is in 
the interior of X= [ - 1, 1) then the optimal designs are unknown except 
in some isolated special cases covered in Murty and Studden [16]. 
Extrapolation problems are not of primary concern here but we close 
this section with a theorem which follows from Theorem A.2.3 and a 
theorem of Kiefer and Wolfowitz [12]. Let c be in the complement of 
[A, E] if k = 0 and in the complement of (A, E) if k > 0. 
THEOREM 2.3. The optimal design for estimating (!lCk)(c) is supported 
on the set of points at which 1qz1 attains its maximum value on X, a set 
consisting of either m or m + 1 points, independent of c, and containing A and 
E. If there are m points x1 < a.. <x, then 
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where { dj},?! 1 are the Lagrange interpolation polWynomials of degree m - 1 to 
ix 1, . . . . x,}. If there are m + 1 points then there is at least one subset of m 
points for which the design is optimal. 
Studden [22] gives an elegant solution to the multivariate extrapolation 
problem from a convex design space utilizing the one-dimensional results. 
His technique does not work in our case. 
3. THE HOLLOW d-CUBE 
A proof of the optimal design is given in this one section. Proofs of 
optimality are not given for the other cases in this paper but use the 
techniques found here. 
Let it be required to estimate the value of 
where k E { 0, . . . . m - 1 } is even, 8 is given by (l.l), 
X= (XE Rd:D< llxlloo 6 l}, 
and D is in (0, 1). Let X0= C-1, -D] u [D, 11, pkm solve Pkm-r(X,,, 0) 
(see the Appendix), and 
otn= {xG: IPh( = IIPkmll) 
be the oscillation set of pkm with m > 2. First a preliminary result is needed. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 
and S= {yei: <j<d,yEO,}. Then {xEX: l&,(x)l= ll&,ll} =S. 
Proof According to Corollary A.3.1 of the Appendix, if m-k is odd 
then pkm is proportional to qz, while if m -k is even it is proportional to 
qz _ r. Furthermore, since k is even, if m is even then pkm is proportional 
to porn- r and if m is odd then pkm is proportional to porn. Since if m is even 
we have p,,,,, = porn _, , we have in any case for some y > 0, 
e,(x) = Y l-l porn(xiW 
i=l 
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Since x E x entails maxlxil > D for at least one coordinate, say x1, if 
x E X\S, either there are d- 1 coordinates 0 and xl in X,\O, or x1 is in 
x,, and there is at least one coordinate unequal to 0. In the former case one 
has 
IPOm(Xl)l < IlPom II 
and, since for all XE [ - 1, 11, ]pO,(x)l < 1, we have 
lh,(x)l < ~ll~orn II/d. 
In the latter case one has ]~~,Jxi)[ d IJpom II and for some coordinate 
Ipom(xi)l < 1. Therefore, l&,(x)l < Y(IJJ~~ [l/d. When x E S, 
lMx)l = Y ll~om II/d. I 
Since k is even, the only oscillation sets 0, which arise are elementary. 
They are Fm for m odd and Fm _ i for m even, where these sets are defined 
at the end of the Appendix. 
THEOREM 3.1. For estimating Cf= I elk)(O), ka0 even, zf m = 1 then 
all designs are optimal. If m = 2 then all designs 5 which are invariant under 
the group of reflections through the origin are optimal. If m > 2 is even 
then the design which places masses ((Xiej) proportional to [~5~~‘(0)/, for 
i = 1, . . . . m and j= 1, . . . . d where (xi}:= 1 = Fm- 1 is optimal with variance 
d21/p,, II -’ 02/N, If m > 2 is odd then the design which places masses [(Xiej) 
proportional to IqS~~‘(O)l, for i= 1, . . . . m + 1 andj= 1, . . . . d, {xi}~=+,’ = Fm,, is 
optimal with variance d211pk, )I -2 02/N. 
Proof The cases m = 1 and m = 2 are easy. We verify the case m > 2 
odd. Let 
-e,(X) =!, [ cj P,,(Xi)] Pk,(Xj)Id2* 
Then (r, 0,) = 1 and from the Lemma 3.1 we know that (i) of Theorem 1.1 
holds. 
To verify (ii) it suffices by linearity to verify it for 
d 
y= I-I xy 
i= 1 
and llclll m < m - 1. One has in this case 
I x”&(x) 4x) = 1 i (ve,Y &kwJ t(yei), 
yoTm i=l 
(3.1) 
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which is zero if a is not of the form ue, for some UE 
DE (1, . ..) d). For a of this form the expression (3.1) is 
{ 0, . . . . m - 1 1 (3 
where i(x) = xU. Therefore j x”&,(x) &(x)) = y IIpkm II2 k! if C( = ke,, 
v E { 1, . . . . d}, and zero otherwise. 
To verify (iii) suppose that for some 0 one has J e’(x) &(x)) = 0. Let 
e*(x)=& c B(gx), geG 
where G is the group of permutations and coordinate sign changes on Rd. 
Then by Jensen’s inequality 
j e*2(4 dw 6 h c J wgx) dw 
gEG 
and, since 5 is invariant under G, one has 
s e*2(x) dt(x) = 0. (3.2) 
For y E Ym and all u E { 1, . . . . d}, 
pyye,) = iimz”2 5 czie, Y2’? 
1=0 lJ=l 
so that (3.2) entails a polynomial of degree m - 1 vanishing at m + 1 points. 
This implies that (r, e*) = Cf= 1 eke, = 0. Because (5, 6*) = (7, e), (iii) has 
been verified. 
The variance expression follows from e,(x) = yAd ny= 1 pom(xi), since 
(r, 6,) = y,4d*p~~(O) = yd2 = 1. Thus the variance is 
d 
v=NyllPk,i12 
=d2ilPkmiI-2CJ2/~ 1 
EXAMPLE 3. Employing the figures from Example 2, Theorem 3.1 
shows that if m = 6, d = 3, and D = 0.4 then the variance of the optimal 
estimate of the Laplacian, At?, evaluated at 0 is 9(26.30) a2/N. 
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4. THE HOLLOW ~-SPHERE 
Here the design space is assumed to be 
with the mean function given in (1.2) and D E (0, 1). 
The designs reported in this section are of two types. The first are designs 
which, like those above in Sections 2 and 3, are on a finite number of 
points and easily implemented. The second are designs which will be 
expressed as uniform masses on a finite number of spheres. The former 
category arises in estimation of 
where k 3 0 is even, while the latter arises in the estimation of 
I &xl 4 Il-dlz) dV. IIJII < D 
Designs of the latter type also arise as D-optimal designs on spherical 
regions. See Kiefer [ 111. To implement such designs one replaces the 
uniform masses with discrete masses so as to preserve the design matrix as 
is illustrated in Farrell, Kiefer, and Walbran [6]. 
THEOREM 4.1. For estimating Cf= 1 f31k)(0), OQ kdm - 1, k even, the 
designs of Theorem 3.1 are optimal and the variances are the same. 
The proof proceeds as in Theorem 3.1 but with 
b(x) = YPkm( lb/l 2). 
Let w  be a probability measure on llxllz -CD invariant under the 
orthogonal group. 
THEOREM 4.2. For estimating 
s WI dw(x) lb-112 -=zD
if m = 1 all designs are optimal and if m = 2 then any design invariant under 
the group of reflections through the origin is optimal. If m > 2 is even then 
the design to which places masses uniformly on the each of the m/2 shells of 
radii 
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,for j= 1 to m/2 assigning masses f$ proportional to 
to the jth shell is optimal. The optimal variance is 
(1 
2 
v,= 
II-d <D 
Po,(llXll) dw(x) Hlpn’ )(2’ 
> Om 
Zf m is odd then the design as above on the (m + 1)/2 radii 
rj=(((1-D2)/2)cos[2n(j-1)/(m-1)]+(1+D2)/2)1” 
for j = 1 to (m + 1)/2 is optimal with variance V, + , . 
The proof proceeds as the others using here 
00(-x) = ( 1 ~om(ll~ll) dw(x) -’ Pom(ll~II 1. II-\-II <D ) 
One can also simplify the calculation of the masses. The measure w  is the 
cross product of a measure v on [0, D) and uniform measure on the unit 
sphere in Rd. The masses are therefore proportional to the quantities, when 
m is even, 
I p IQ(‘*N dv(t) 
for j = 1 to m/2, where { +,:} yi2, are the Lagrange interpolation polynomials 
of degree m/2 - 1 to the points ri . * It is clear that when v is concentrated 
at a single radius r E (0, D) the designs given above are optimal for 
estimating the value of a surface integral of 8 over this ball inside the 
hollow sphere. 
One example of the application of Theorem 4.2 was provided in the 
Introduction; here is another. 
EXAMPLE 4. Under the same assumptions as in Example 1 of the Intro- 
duction, for estimating the surface integral of 8 over the ball of radius i the 
design which places masses 
0.0261 at the points (_+ 1, _+ 1, _+ 1 )/a, 
0.0232 at the points +ej, 
0.0489 at ( f 1, f 1, + 1)/2, 
0.0435 at f (3/4) ei 
is optimal with an associated variance of n202/N. 
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APPENDZX 
A. 1. Introduction 
Deboor and Rice [S] developed a Remes exchange algorithm for solving 
the problems PO,,- ,(X, 0). For arbitrary c E ( -co, co) the problems are 
PO, ~ ,(X, c): find p E P, ~ i satisfying p(c) = 1 with the minimal value of jl pII. 
Here P, _, is the collection of polynomials of degree m - 1 or less, and 
IIPII =mwMx)l. 
They considered X= [A, B] u [D, E] with B < 0 < D. Like Deboor and 
Rice, Lebedev [ 151 was motivated in his studies by the use of the solutions 
to provide good parameter choices in a Richardson iteration for indefinite 
linear systems. He studied the above problem for X a union of special 
disjoint intervals, none containing the point 0, and provided in the case 
of two symmetric disjoint intervals X= [A, B] u C-B, -A] explicit 
solutions to P,, _ ,(X, 0) for odd m. 
Attlestam [4] obtained convergence estimates for solutions of definite 
linear systems using the conjugate gradient method by studying Chebyshev 
polynomials of disjoint intervals, X= [A, B] u [D, E] when 0 < A or 
E < 0. Introducing the problems 
MP, _ I(X): find p, the manic polynomial in P, _ , minimizing ilpll, 
Attlestam used the fact that if 0 < A or E < 0 and qz solves MP, ~ ,(X) 
then qz(x)/qz(O) solves PO,- i(X, 0). She also noted that if B < 0 <D then 
in general the solutions to P,, _ ,(X, 0) and MP, _ i(X) are unrelated. 
Achieser [2] had provided explicit solutions to MP,- I(X) when 
X= [ - 1, -D] u [D, l] and asymptotic formulas for the minimal devia- 
tion when X= [ - 1, B] u [D, 11. One can verify that Lebedev’s solution to 
P Om- i(X, 0) and Achieser’s solution to MP,,- i(X) are proportional when 
misoddandX=[-l,-D]u[D,l]. 
We show that in general the solutions can be proportional only if m is 
odd. Furthermore, for the problems 
Pkm _ I (X, c): find p E P, _, satisfying pck’(c) = 1 with the minimal 
value of II p 11 
it is shown that if m - k is odd then the solution Pk,,,, when B - A = E - D 
and c =O, is proportional to qz and if m-k is even is proportional to 
qz _ i . Achieser [2] stated this for m even and k odd. 
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A.2. Characterizations 
For an arbitrary X= [A, B] u [O, E], --co <A < B < D < E < +cxj, and 
continuous function f on X introduce the problems 
A +,(f): minimize IIf- pII over PEP,-,. 
It is assumed henceforth that m > 2. The next result follows from the usual 
alternation theorem (see Cheney [5a]). 
LEMMA A.2.1. There is a unique solution p* to A,,, ~ ,(f) and there are 
subsets R of [A, B] and S of [ID, E] whose union contains at least m + 1 
points, numbers qR and qs in (0, 1 }, points x, < ... <x, in R and points 
XL+1 < ... <x,+1 in S such that 
(-~)~~Yw-P*ll, l<jQL, 
(_ l)j-“sIlf- p*Il, L+l<j<m+l. 
(5.2.1) 
The solution qz to MP,,_ I(X) is q~(x)=x’+’ -u*(x), where u*(x) 
solves A,,, ~ z(x”- 1 ) so qz oscillates properly; that is, in the form described 
by (5.2.1), in at least m-2 + 2 = m points. 
The next theorem is proved in Spruill [18]. Also see DeBoor and 
Rice [S]. 
THEOREM A.2.1. There is a unique solution pm E P,,- , to P,,- ,(X, c). 
Furthermore, p is the solution if and only if p oscillates properly on X in at 
least m points, p(c) = 1, and has B and D among the oscillation points with 
P(B) = P(D) = IIPII. 
One can show as a corollary that all solutions to P,,- ,(X, c), c E (B, D) 
are proportional. 
It is not difficult to show that if qz solves MP,,- r(X) and oscillates 
properly in exactly m points then q;zI1(xL)= -~Z(X~+~) and that this also 
entails both A and E in the oscillation set; nor is it difficult to show that 
if a manic polynomial q E P, _ I oscillates properly in m + 1 points then m 
is odd, q(xL) = q(xL+ ,), and B and D are in the oscillation set. 
The next theorem is easily proven using these facts. 
THEOREM A.2.2. The manic polynomial q* of degree m - 1 solves 
MP, _ , (X) if either 
(a) q* oscillates properly at m + 1 points or 
(b) q* oscillates properly at m points, A and E are in the oscillation 
set, and q*(xL) = -q*(xL+ t). 
Conversely, $92 solves MP,_ ,(X) then qz satisfies either (a) or (b). 
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The following theorem now follows easily. 
THEOREM A.2.3. Let qz solve MP,_ I(X) and c be in the complement of 
[A, E] if k 3 1 or in the complement of (A, E) if k = 0. Let p minimize llpll 
among polynomials in P,,- 1 for which P(~)(C) = 1. If 0 d k Q m - 1 then 
q:‘k’(c) # 0 and p(x) = q$(x)/q;‘k’(c). 
A.3. The Symmetric Case 
If B-A = E-D one can assume without loss of generality that 
X= C-1, -D]u [D, 11. In this case it is easy to see that pm=pm+l for 
m = 2n - 1 and that the degree of pm+ 1 is 2n - 2, where pm solves 
P,,- ,(X, 0). This shows that pm is proportional to qx. More is true. 
Fix k E { 0, . . . . m - 1 } and consider the problem 
MPk,_.l(x): min max Xk- 1 ajx’ . 
a,sRi#k .rcX i=O 
i#k 
The minimizing polynomial of degree Q m - 1 shall be known as the 
solution. Let q~(x)=C~=-ol A,x’solve MP,~,(X)=MP,_,,_,(X). The 
proof of the following theorem can be carried out along the lines of the 
proof of W. A. Markov’s theorem (see Natanson [ 173). 
THEOREM A.3.1. rf m -k is odd then the solution to MPk,- ,(X) is 
qz/Ak,, and ifm-k iS even is q~-l/Akm~l. 
COROLLARY A.3.1. rf m-k is odd then the solution to Pkm-l(X, 0) is 
proportional to qz and if m - k is even it is proportional to qz ~ I. 
To describe the oscillation set of qX some preliminary facts are required. 
According to Achieser [2] or Achieser [3, in Section 27 of Addenda 
and Problems], if m is odd the solution qz is proportional to 
T,, _ l,,z[( 1 + D* - 2x2)/( 1 - D*)] and when m is even, to the function F 
given in (5.3.1) when 
x= 
Dcn( ipK’) 
Jo’-sn’(ipK’)’ 
Suppose that m is even and sin[rc/2(m - l)] CD. Then there is a unique 
number q E (0, l), called the modulus of the elliptic function, which satisfies 
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Set 
and let iK’ be determined as usual (see Abramowitz and Stegun [ 1 ] for 
details). Let 
v,(z)=2 C (-1)Jqcj+1’2)*sin[(2j+ l)z], 
iZ0 
where q = eexK’IK and define, for p E [0, 11, 
F(P) = COS(Q(P))? (5.3.1) 
where 
%(d=(!$+e[ o,(lr/2(m - 1) + ipxK’/2K) 1 u,(7~/2(m - 1) - ipxK’/2K) ’ 
One can verify that 19(o) = 0 and 0( 1) = -(m/2 - 1) 71. Consequently there 
are values pi E [0, 11, j = 1, . . . . m/2 for which 
~l~~/2(m-1)+ip~K’/2K)=e--i2,,~l)n,,~~lI 
v,(n/2(m - 1) - ipzK’J2K) 
Let 
Yj = 
Dcn(ip,K’) 
,/D’- sn2(ipjK’) 
for j= 1 to m/2 and Ym(D) consist of the m points { If: y,>,“ii. If 
sin[n/2(m-l)]bD let xj= -cos[(j-l)rr/(m-l)] and YM(D)= (x,},“=~. 
When m is odd let 
yj=((1-D2/2)cos[2n(j-l)/(m-1)]+(1+D2)/2)1” 
and Fm consist of the m + 1 points { + Yj}j”,: 1)‘2. 
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